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Glossary ABS ........................................................................... American Bureau of Shipping [RO]

ACB .....................................................................................Accredited Certification Body

BSI ............................................ The British Standards Institution [Certification Body]

CCS ................................................................................ China Classification Society [RO]

CIC ..................................................................................... Community Interest Company

CO ...................................................................................................... RO Controlling Office

DEKRA .............................................. DEKRA Certification GmbH [Certification Body]

DNV ........................................................................................ Det Norske Veritas AS [RO]

DQS .................................................................................DQS GmbH [Certification Body]

EC .....................................................................................................European Commission

EMS .......................................................................Environmental Management System

EMSA .........................................................................European Maritime Safety Agency

EU ................................................................................................................. European Union

GL ..........................................................................................Germanischer Lloyd SE [RO]

HO ................................................................................................................. RO Head Office

IACS .......................................... International Association of  Classification Societies

IACS PR ........................................................................... IACS Procedural Requirements

IACS UI ................................................................................. IACS Unified Interpretations

IACS UR .................................................................................. IACS Unified Requirements

IAF ..................................................................... International Accreditation Forum, Inc.

IAF MD ..................................................................................... IAF Mandatory Document

IMO ........................................................................International Maritime Organization

ISM .................................................................. International Safety Management Code

ISO ..................................................... International Organization for Standardization

ISRSISPS ....................................International Ship and Port Facilities Security Code

KR .................................................................................Korean Register of Shipping [RO]

LR ........................................................................................................Lloyd’s Register [RO]

MSC .......................................................................... IMO’s Maritime Safety Committee

NC ....................................................................Audit finding graded as Non Conformity

NK.................................................................................................Nippon Kaiji Kyokai [RO]

OB .......................................................................... Audit finding graded as Observation

PA .................................................................................................RO Plan Approval Centre

QMS ....................................................................................Quality Management System

QSCS ..........................................................IACS Quality System Certification Scheme

RINA........................................................................................... RINA Services S.p.A. [RO]

RINAVE ................................................................Registro Internacional Naval SA [RO]

RO ............................................................................................... Recognised Organisation

RS ..............................................................Russian Maritime Register of Shipping [RO]

SAI G. ................................................................. SAI Global Limited [Certification Body]

SGS ........................................................................................ SGS S.A.[Certification Body]

SL ........................................................................................................... RO Survey Location

UTM ..........................................................................Ultrasonic thickness measurement

VCA ..................................................................................................Vertical Contract Audit
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Executive 
Summary

2012 concluded a successful second year of QACE operations. The independent 
Board of Directors continues to exercise its mandate, by using observers to 
conduct assessments of the certification audits carried out by the Accredited 
Certification Bodies (ACBs).

The responses and actions from the Recognised Organisations (ROs) with regard 
to the QACE 2011 collective recommendations have been reviewed to ensure 
that both the collective and individual actions taken by the ROs have been 
prompt and effective.

A programme of twenty six observations were completed, reported and reviewed; 
five more than in 2011.

The main purpose of both the observations and recommendations is to work 
to ensure an increasingly effective programme which in turn can continuously 
improve the performance of the Recognised Organisations.

While the response of the ROs and ACBs to initial concerns and deficiencies 
noted by QACE over the consistency of ACB audits is to be commended, further 
improvement is necessary to establish the level of consistency required.

Based on the observed audits and assessment of audit findings in 2012, QACE 
would draw attention to the six collective recommendations detailed in Annex C, 
related to auditors’ performance, audit sample trails, job execution, and service 
suppliers and the identification of ships in service and new build vertical contract 
audits.

The European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) on behalf of the European 
Commission carried out an inspection of QACE activities in April 2012 by a visit 
to the QACE offices in London. A report of the conclusions is still to be received. 
The Board of Directors announced the appointment of a full time Executive 
Secretary in December 2012. Mr. Desmond Gutteridge is based at the QACE 
London offices and follows Mr.Hans Frivold, who served for two years after the 
QACE inauguration. 
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II
Introduction

“QACE - Entity for the Quality Assessment and Certification of Organisations 
Recognised by the European Union CIC” was founded 24 November 2010 by 
the 12 organisations currently recognised by the European Commission (Annex 
B). The establishment was the result of a mandatory requirement in the EU 
Regulation (EC) No 391 / 2009 that an independent body shall carry out “frequent 
and regular assessment of the quality management systems of recognised 
organisations”, to establish “Common rules and standards for ship inspection and 
survey organisations”.

QACE is incorporated under the English Companies Act 2006 as a private limited 
and community interest (non-profit) company. The company has its office in 
London.

QACE exercises its mandate under the European Union Regulation by conducting 
observations and assessments of the audits and certification carried out by 
independent Accredited Certification Bodies (ACBs) contracted by the EU ROs 
to the extent that it will verify and assess that the requirements of ISO 9001 and 
of the internationally recognised quality standards for Recognised Organisations 
(ROs), (e.g. IACS Quality System Certification Scheme (QSCS) Requirements) are 
fulfilled, as set out in its own QACE Procedures.

I
Preamble

This is the second annual report of QACE, with the purpose of recording its 
activities and communicating the collective recommendations (Annex C) of the 
independent Board of Directors to interested parties. The assessment is based on 
observations of audits against international standards for quality management.

QACE is pleased to announce the launch of its new website. The website is 
designed to provide increased industry awareness of QACE and transparent 
information concerning QACE activities to its many stakeholders. Web pages 
include ‘About QACE’, ‘Board and Members’, ‘Observation Results’ ‘Publications’ 
and ’News’. There is a Contact page and QACE documents and procedures can be 
downloaded.
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The main basis of assessment is the ISO 9001 
quality standard. 

All ROs are required to have a QMS compliant 
with the “IACS Quality Management System 
Requirements” including rules and procedures 
compliant with the IACS Technical Resolutions. 
The IACS “Quality Management Systems 
Requirements” (QMSR, therein referred to as 
‘QSCS’) are built upon the quality management 
requirements of ISO 9001, including, where 
considered necessary, additional requirements 
and guidelines relevant and appropriate to 
classification societies. The IACS QSCS has been in 
operation since the early 1990’s. The “Minimum 
requirements” of the EC Regulation are explicitly 
or implicitly included in QSCS system.

The QSCS system has recognition far outside 
of IACS. A considerable number of Flag 
Administrations require in their agreements 
that the RO be compliant with QSCS. The same 
provision is also common in many insurance 
agreements. The International Maritime 
Organization (IMO) has implicitly acknowledged 
the system by having appointed an “IMO 
observer to QSCS”, who reports to the Maritime 
Safety Committee.

Concurrent with the establishment of QACE, the 
IACS QSCS was subject to significant changes 
to its structure and application. Since 2011, 
the audit and certification process of QSCS 
for the IACS members has been entrusted to 
independent Accredited Certification Bodies. 
One of the yardsticks for QACE’s assessment of 
RO’s quality management systems is that the 
ACBs QMS audits should be at least as effective 
as in the previous IACS system, and also with full 
application of ISO 9001 related requirements.

III
Assessment 
Standards
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The main objectives of QACE’s observations of audits conducted by ACBs of ROs 
are:

• to ensure that the audit and the certification processes are conducted 
consistently, to common standards and are being carried out satisfactorily 
according to the procedures of QACE,

• to collect information in order to formulate and adopt individual and collective 
recommendations for the improvement of ROs’ processes and internal and 
external control mechanisms, and

• to enhance the ability of ROs to identify rapidly and then correct weaknesses 
in their rules, processes and internal controls for the safety of the ships they 
inspect and certify.

In the first year of operation in 2011 the main focus for the observations was the 
consistency of audits and the fulfilment of requirements defined for the audit 
and certification processes. 

The second “Annual Work Plan - 2012” was approved by the QACE Board of 
Directors in January 2011 to extend the scope of the observations to include 
different types of audits held on each RO, to collect more information to establish 
that the necessary actions had been taken, to identify further opportunities for 
improvement and, if necessary, impose additional QACE requirements.

The plan for 2013 is:

• to complete a full observation programme of all audit types for all ROs, 

• to undertake a full analysis of audit findings with a view to increased analysis 
to support the 2013 collective recommendations 

• to formulise individual recommendations for RO’s, focussing on four RO’s 
each year, completing the first cycle in 2015,

• to focus on observing new auditors coming into the scheme. 

While the QSCS procedural requirement (P-02) calls for annual audit programmes 
to be sent to QACE as soon as they are agreed between the ACB and RO, QACE will 
amend its procedures to require the plans by December of the preceding year in 
order for QACE to select the audits it wants to observe and assign its observers.

IV
Work Plan
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QACE carried out 26 observations in 2012, five more than in 2011 and totalling 
100 observed audit days. Ten observations were on Head Office audits, five on 
audits of Plan Approval Centres, six on audits of various types of Management 
Control Offices, 14 Survey Office audits and nine Vertical Contract Audits (VCA). 
Many observations combined audits at offices and VCAs.

List of QACE observations carried out in 2012:

Key
HO - Head Office
VCA = Vertical Contract

CO - Control Office
(NC) - New Construction
PA - Plan Approval Office

(SO) - Ships in Operation
SL   Location Office 

V
Observation
Activities

ACB RO Where Date Start Type
ZSJZ PRS Szczecin 23-Jan SL
ZSJZ PRS Gdansk 06-Feb VCA (NC)
DEKRA RINA Piraeus 14-Feb PA SL VCA (SO)
BSI BV Mumbai & Goa 19-Mar SL VCA (NC)
ZSJZ PRS Gdansk 27-Mar HO
DQS GL Singapore 02-Apr SL VCA (SO)
SGS ABS Houston 16-Apr HO
BSI BV Piraeus 23-Apr CO PA SL VCA (SO)
DEKRA DNV Hovik 07-May HO
SGS NK Tokyo 21-May HO
BSI BV Paris 04-Jun HO
SAI-G RS St. Petersburg 04-Jun HO
BSI LR London 11-Jun HO
DEKRA RINA Singapore 11-Jun CO SL
SGS CCS Hamburg 28-Jun SL
BSI RINAVE Lisbon 02-Jul HO VCA (NC)
DQS GL Mumbai 09-Jul SL
SGS NK Istanbul 16-Jul PA SL VCA (SO)
SGS ABS Singapore 13-Aug CO PA SL VCA (SO)
SGS NK Mumbai 27-Aug SL
DEKRA DNV Antwerp 27-Aug VCA (SO)
DQS GL Shanghai 17-Sep CO SL VCA (NC)
BSI LR Piraeus 17-Sep CO PA SL
DQS GL Hamburg 24-Sep HO
DEKRA RINA Genoa 01-Oct HO
SGS KR Singapore 03-Oct CO SL
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VI
Main 
Findings

QACE has observed a second year of the adopted system that is working toward 
consistent, transparent and robust audits and recognises the efforts being made 
by ACBs and ROs to ensure that this succeeds.

For 2012 QACE would draw attention to 3 areas of the audit system that require 
improvements, and which may result in changed or strengthened procedures:

1. Identification of Non-compliances. Review of the accredited body findings 
raised during audits indicated some concern that there is inconsistency in 
assigning a Non-compliance, rather than an Observation, to findings where a 
clear divergence from a requirement has been identified. It is important that 
findings are correctly identified for the RO to recognise the importance of the 
issue and be required to evidence root cause analysis and effective corrective 
action. Effective performance trending and analysis is based on consistent 
information. 

2. Selection of Vertical Contract Audits. The ROs control a significant 
percentage of the world’s ships in operation and under construction. The 
number of surveys that can be audited is limited to a small sample. It is 
therefore important that the VCAs that are selected are during surveys that 
represent the highest complexity and risk. Major surveys for ships in service 
have become localised to certain areas of the world and in other parts of the 
world it is increasingly difficult to identify a suitable opportunity as surveys 
are booked at short notice. ACBs and ROs must strive to use every facility 
available to ensure that appropriate VCAs are selected. QACE will expect the 
ACB to question the suitability of VCAs where technical requirements and 
focus areas will not be surveyed and therefore cannot be audited.

3. Findings analysis and closure. It is important that audit findings, especially 
Non-compliances, are thoroughly investigated to determine an effective 
corrective action and are closed in an appropriate time. The investigation of 
Non-compliances should include an appropriate level of root cause analysis 
which includes an assessment of any impact outside of the location audited.

The 2012 audits, VCAs and findings are being analysed to determine the extent 
of these areas of concern. The results will be presented at the ACB End User 
Workshop in November 2013, with the potential of becoming future collective 
recommendations or RO individual recommendations.
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VII
Relations 
with Other 
Organisa-
tions

QACE was able to establish itself promptly and start operations thanks to 
significant ground work and effort by Members prior to the Foundation Meeting 
in November, 2010.

International Association of Classification Societies (IACS)

QACE acknowledges and commends IACS for the initiatives that have already 
been taken in support of its members to address the audit issues raised by QACE.

1. <Auditor competence> Reassessing the auditor knowledge and experience 
competence requirements to ensure auditors have had recent career 
experience with classification, statutory and IACS technical resolutions has 
been a vital base requirement 

2. <Auditor Training> QACE observers attend the IACS ACB Refresher Training 
and in addition to updating their own knowledge have assessed the course 
as being high in quality and appropriate for the training and, with the 
examination, qualification of QSCS auditors. QACE supports the mandatory 
regular participation in these courses for ACB auditors.

3. <Audit Duration> QACE would encourage IACS to implement the planned 
minimum duration for audit types, particularly for VCAs. QACE feels that 
minimum audit duration should be a requirement rather than guidance.

4. <Improvement Plans> The ACB Annual Improvement Plans are another good 
initiative that requires the ACBs and ROs to review their audit outcomes and 
results for root cause analysis, trend analysis and process improvements.

The IACS organisation and running the annual ACB End User Workshop is of 
enormous value to the participants in the dissemination of best practice and 
discussion of areas of concern.

International Maritime Organisation (IMO)

QACE has followed the development and adoption of the (RO) Code with interest. 
QACE will continue to review its position and potential for representing flag 
Administrations. 
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VIII
Recommen-
dations

The QACE 2012 collective recommendations are key outputs from the observation 
process. The six 2012 recommendations are detailed in Annex C.

The Recognised Organisations will be asked to comment on their own, or their 
ACBs, provision with regard to the recommendations. The responses will be used 
to assess strengths and weaknesses and potential further improvements or audit 
focus points.

Individual recommendations are being developed for each Recognised Organisation 
based on observation findings which will be included in planned meetings at RO 
Head Offices over the next three years, to complete the cycle in 2015.

IX
Concluding 
Remarks

The year 2012 represents the second year of QACE operations. 2011 was the 
first year the ROs were audited and certified to the QSCS Quality Management 
System Requirements by independent ACBs. The Year 2012 was a year of learnt 
lessons, consolidation and improvement for the ACBs. While it is evident there is 
still significant improvement required for the six ACBs to be operating consistently 
and up to the highest standard. With this number of organisations involved with 
the scheme it is obvious that consistency becomes a major issue.

QACE recognises that the ACBs and ROs have reacted well to the general earlier 
concerns. Nearly all ACBs have reassessed auditor competence and have changed 
their auditor teams. It is appropriate that the number of auditors qualified for 
the scheme has declined with the natural outcome that auditors become more 
practised in the QSCS scheme, being involved with an increased numbers of 
audits during a year.

In the first two years of observing and assessing the QMS audits of the ROs, QACE 
has focussed particular attention on the audit system, that is, how the ACBs have 
planned and conducted the QMS audits, and whether all applicable procedures 
and requirements of IAF, ISO and QACE have been adhered to.

The observations have resulted in a number of collective recommendations for the 
improvement of procedures and the interpretation of internationally recognised 
standards for QMS certification, to take into account the specific features of the 
nature and obligations of ROs.  Thus the findings are of concern but may well be 
a product of a developing scheme. The year 2013 will be another important year 
as this development progresses: QACE will observe the performance in 2013 and 
expects to see the recommended issues addressed and improved.
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1 / Auditor
Performance

Just as in 2011 auditor performance is of critical 
importance.

RO’s and ACB’s have reacted well to the criticism of 
the auditing standards in 2011. Evaluation of the 
audit teams has resulted in many of the RO’s changing 
personnel and selecting auditors with relevant 
technical experience and increased auditor training. 

Success is dependent on the RO’s close involvement 
and the ACBs own monitoring, feedback and training 
of their auditors, particularly those who are new to 
the scheme.

Annex C:
Review of 
Observations

Based on QACE observations 
the following is the general 
review and resulting 2012 
Collective Recommendations 
for a more robust audit 
process:

2 / Audit
Sample Trails

There is a trend in observation feedback that when 
samples are selected audit trails need to be thoroughly 
investigated.

Where survey and ISM audit reports are reviewed 
from sampled surveys, audits, detentions or condition 
of class cases, any deficiencies should be traced back 
to the potential source. This can include a review 
of the last surveys where the deficiencies may have 
been missed during the survey or audit.

There are many requirements associated with transfer 
of class and class suspension that should be checked 
when sampling cases.

3 / Job
Execution

Delivery of the technical judgement on board is at the 
heart of RO’s service provision and the highest level of 
complexity and risk, particularly in the identification 
of deficiencies.

It is particularly important that job execution findings 
and performance over time are analysed, root cause 
issues identified and effective corrective actions 
implemented and demonstrated.
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4 / Service
Suppliers

Findings continue to highlight issues with the control 
of Service Suppliers.

RO’s are either failing to verify or witness service 
supplier provision where it is required or are failing to 
maintain the necessary records.

Records of annual service supplier approval renewals 
need to be improved.

5 / Identification of
Ships in Service VCAs

ROs and ACBs are encouraged to be flexible in their 
approach to identify the most suitable ships and 
surveys for Ships in Service VCAs.

It is possible to plan VCA dates around auditor 
availability. Survey departments often have 
knowledge of ships coming under survey for major 
surveys around the planned time and auditors can 
make arrangements at short notice.

6 / New
Constructions VCA

The intent of a VCA is to sample, as far as possible, 
the elements of a process and the implementation of 
the associated technical requirements by witnessing 
surveys.

To that end benefit would be gained by selecting 
ship new build VCAs after a review of that ship’s plan 
approval from plan approval office audits. Ensuring 
that plan approval comments are dealt with, surveyed 
and recorded is a vital control in that process.

New construction is a complex process with a number 
of stages. Serious consideration should be given to 
the audit duration of new construction VCAs with 
necessary additional time for the associated review 
of records.

QACE does not believe that VCAs at the late 
outfitting and delivery stage fulfil the intent of a new 
construction VCA, or a VCA at the early stage before 
any major blocks are assembled. The audit should be 
able to verify survey during construction considering 
significant class and statutory requirements, IACS 
technical resolutions and including the audit 
focus issues, including UR Z23 ‘Hull surveys during 
construction’ as required for audit.
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